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Transfer Functions
General Definitions
• Transfer function: a mathematical description of network response characteristics.
• The transfer function of a 2-port filter network is usually defined as:

where ε is the ripple constant, Fn(Ω) is the characteristic function, and Ω is the
frequency variable of a lowpass prototype filter that has a cutoff frequency
Ω = Ωc for Ωc = 1 (rad/s).
• For linear, time invariant networks, the transfer function may be defined as a rational
function:

where N(p) and D(p) are polynomials in a complex frequency variable p= σ+jΩ. For a
lossless passive network, the neper frequency (damping coefficient)σ =0 and p= jΩ.
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Transfer Functions: Definitions
Insertion Loss

Return Loss

Phase Response

Group Delay Response
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Transfer Functions:
Poles and Zeros on the Complex Plane
Complex Plane (p-plane) : (σ, Ω)
The values of p at which the function becomes zero are the zeros of the function, and the values
of p at which the function becomes infinite are the singularities (usually the poles) of the function.
Therefore, the zeros of S21(p) are the roots of the numerator N (p) and the poles of S21(p) are
the roots of denominator D (p).
These poles will be the natural frequencies of the filter.
For the filter to be stable, these natural frequencies must lie in the left half of the p-plane, or on
the imaginary axis.

D(p) is a Hurwitz polynomial, i.e., its roots (or zeros) are in the inside of the left half-plane, or on
the j-axis,
the roots (or zeros) of N(p) may occur anywhere on the entire complex plane. The zeros of N (p)
are called finite-frequency transmission zeros of the filter.
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Butterworth (Maximally Flat) Response

where n is the degree or the order of filter, which corresponds to the number of reactive
elements required in the lowpass prototype filter.
Maximally flat because its amplitude-squared transfer function has the maximum
number of (2n – 1) zero derivatives at Ω= 0.
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Butterworth (Maximally Flat) Response
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Order dependence
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Chebyshev Response
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Chebyshev Polynomial
Chebyshev Differential Equations

The solutions are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind, respectively
Chebyshev Polynomial of the first kind

The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind
can be defined by the trigonometric identity

Chebyshev Polynomial of the second kind

The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind
can be defined by the trigonometric identity
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Chebyshev Response
Rhodes has derived a general formula of the rational transfer function

Similar to the maximally flat case, all the transmission zeros of S21(p) are located at
infinity. Therefore, the Butterworth and Chebyshev filters dealt with so far are
sometimes referred to as all-pole filters.
The pole locations for the Chebyshev lie on an ellipse in the left half-plane.
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Poles of Chebyshev Filter
Using the complex frequency s, the poles satisfy

Defining − js = cos(θ) and using the trigonometric definition of the Chebyshev polynomials yields

Solving for θ

The poles of the Chebyshev gain function are then

Using the properties of the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, this may be written in explicitly complex form:

It demonstrates that the poles lie on an ellipse in s-space centered at s = 0 with a real semi-axis of length
and an imaginary semi-axis of length of
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Poles of Chebyshev Filter

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chebyshev_filter
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Elliptic Function Response
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Elliptic Function Response
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Elliptic Filter
An elliptic filter (also known as a Cauer filter, named after Wilhelm Cauer) is a signal
processing filter with equalized ripple (equiripple) behavior in both the passband and the
stopband.
The amount of ripple in each band is independently adjustable, and no other filter of equal
order can have a faster transition in gain between the passband and the stopband, for the
given values of ripple (whether the ripple is equalized or not).
As the ripple in the stopband approaches zero, the filter becomes a type I Chebyshev filter.
As the ripple in the passband approaches zero, the filter becomes a type II Chebyshev filter
and finally, as both ripple values approach zero, the filter becomes a Butterworth filter.
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Elliptic Filter
The gain of a lowpass elliptic filter as a function of angular frequency ω is given by:

where Rn is the nth-order elliptic rational function and

The value of the ripple factor specifies the passband ripple,
while the combination of the ripple factor and the selectivity
factor specify the stopband ripple.

ω0 is the cutoff frequency
ε is the ripple factor
ξ is the selectivity factor
The passband of the gain therefore will vary
between 1 and

The gain of the stopband therefore will vary
between 0 and
where
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Elliptic Filter

Elliptic filters are sharper than all the others, but they show ripples on the whole bandwidth
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Gaussian (Maximally Flat Group-Delay) Response
1.
2.

Poor selectivity
BW depends on order n ?
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Gaussian (Maximally Flat Group-Delay) Response
With increasing filter order n, the selectivity improves little and the insertion loss in decibels
approaches the Gaussian form

Unlike the Butterworth response, the 3 dB bandwidth of a Gaussian filter is a function of the filter
order; the higher the filter order, the wider the 3 dB bandwidth.

Advantage: A quite flat group delay in the passband
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All-pass Response
The transfer function of an all-pass network is defined by

However, there will be phase shift and group delay produced by the allpass network.

In mathematics, a Hurwitz polynomial, named after Adolf Hurwitz, is a polynomial whose coefficients are positive real
numbers and whose zeros are located in the left half-plane of the complex plane, that is, the real part of every zero is
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negative.

All-pass Response

If all poles and zeros of an all pass network are located along the -axis, such a network is said to
consist of C-type sections and therefore referred to as C-type all-pass network.
If the poles and zeros of the transfer function are all complex with quadrantal symmetry about the
origin of the complex plane, the resultant network is referred to as D-type all-pass network
consisting of D-type sections only.

C-type (single section)
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All-pass Response
D-type (single section)
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Lowpass Prototype Filters
Filter syntheses for realizing the transfer functions usually result in the so-called lowpass prototype
filters

n-pole lowpass prototype for realizing an all-pole filter response, including Butterworth, Chebyshev,
and Gaussian responses.

load conductance
load resistance

Ladder Network
source resistance

Dual

load resistance
load conductance

source conductance

These g-values are supposed to be the inductance in henries, capacitance in farads, resistance in ohms,
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and conductance in mhos.

Butterworth Lowpass Prototype Filters
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Chebyshev Lowpass Prototype Filters
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Chebyshev Lowpass Prototype Filters
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Elliptic Lowpass Prototype Filters
The series branches of parallel-resonant circuits are introduced for realizing the finite-frequency
transmission zeros

The shunt branches of series-resonant circuits are used for implementing the finite-frequency
transmission zeros
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Elliptic Lowpass Prototype Filters
Unlike the Butterworth and Chebyshev lowpass prototype filters, there is no simple formula
available for determining element values of the elliptic function lowpass prototype filters.
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Gaussian Lowpass Prototype Filters

It is noteworthy that the higher order (n >= 5) Gaussian filters extend the
flat group delay property into the frequency range where the insertion loss has exceeded
3 dB.
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All-Pass, Lowpass Prototype Filters

By inspection

S-parameters can then be derived
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All-Pass, Lowpass Prototype Filters
C-type

If the elements are assigned as

It can derived that

S21 ( jΩ) ≡

zb − z a
z11 z22 + z11 + z22 − z12 z21 + 1

=

jΩ − 1/ gi
jΩ + 1/ gi

=

p −σk
p +σk

p. 14 in slides
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All-Pass, Lowpass Prototype Filters
D-type

Similar to C-type, the elements are assigned as
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FREQUENCY AND ELEMENT TRANSFORMATIONS
Frequency and impedance scaling
Lowpass Transformation
Highpass Transformation
Bandpass Transformation
Bandpass Transformation
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Impedance and frequency scaling
Normalized source resistance/conductance → g0 = 1
Cutoff frequency → Ωc = 1


impedance scaling : define an impedance scaling factor γ0

Scaled value :

impedance →impedance

L →γ0L

C → C/γ0

R →γ 0 R

G → G/γ0

γ0

The impedance scaling will remove the g0 = 1 normalization and adjust the filter to work for any value of
the source impedance denoted by Z0. This scaling will has no effect on the response shape.
Resistive element transformation for the generic term g for the lowpass prototype elements in the
element transformation
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Impedance and frequency scaling
♥ Frequency scaling :

2
 Ωc 
 Ωc 
Ω =   ω ⇒ S ′21 ( jΩ ) = S 21  j ω 
 ωc 
 ωc 

2

scaled values :
 Ωc 
 Ωc 
j ΩL = j 
 ω L ⇒ L′ = 
L
 ωc 
 ωc 

1
1
 Ωc 
=
⇒ C′ =   C
jΩC
 Ωc 
 ωc 
j   ωC
 ωc 

♥ Impedance and Frequency scaling :
scaled values :
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Lowpass Transformation

Example:
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Highpass Transformation

-Ωc

Ωc

∵ 0 → ±∞ , Ωc → −ω c, −Ωc → ω c ⇒ Ω = −
1
jΩ

C

γ

0

=

ω Ωc
ω
c

1
 1 γ0
= jω L ′ ⇒ L ′ = 

 ω cΩ c  C
 ω cΩ c  C
j−

ω γ0


1
 ω cΩc 
 1  1
⇒ C′ = 
jΩγ 0 L = j  −
 γ 0L =

jωC ′
 ω 
 ω c Ωc  γ 0 L
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Highpass Transformation
An inductive/capacitive element in the lowpass prototype will be inversely transformed to a
capacitive/inductive element in the highpass filter.

Example:
A practical highpass filter with a cutoff frequency at 2GHz and
50-ohms terminals, which is obtained from the transformation
of the 3 pole Butterworth lowpass prototype given above.
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Bandpass Transformation
ω 0 = ω1ω 2
-Ωc

Ωc
FBW =

0 → ω 0, Ωc → ω 2, − Ωc → ω1, Ω =

1
jΩ

C

γ0

jΩγ 0 L = j

=

ω 2 − ω1
ω0

Ωc  ω ω 0 
 − 
FBW  ω 0 ω 
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1
=
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C
c
1


j
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jω 
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 FBW ω 0  γ 0 jω 
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 Ωc 
, LS = 
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 γ 0L
FBW  ω 0 ω 
FBW ω 0 
ω 0Ωc  γ 0 L
 FBW  1
 FBW ω 0 


jω 

 ω 0 Ωc  γ 0 L
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Bandpass Transformation
An inductive/capacitive element g in the lowpass prototype will transform to a series/parallel LC
resonant circuit in the bandpass filter.
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Bandstop Transformation
ω 0 = ω1ω 2
FBW =
−Ωc

Ωc

0 → ±∞, Ωc → w1, − Ω c → w2 ⇒ Ω =

ω 2 − ω1
ω0

ΩcFBW

(ω ω − ω ω )
0

0

j Ωγ 0 L = j
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Bandstop Transformation
Opposite to the bandpass transformation, an inductive/capacitive element g in the lowpass
prototype will transform to a parallel/series LC resonant circuit in the bandstop filter.

Ex:
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IMMITTANCE INVERTERS
Definition of Immittance, Impedance, and Admittance
Inverters
Filters with Immittance Inverters
Practical Realization of Immittance Inverters
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Definition of Immittance
Immittance inverters are either impedance or admittance inverters.
An idealized impedance inverter is a two-port network that has a unique property at all
frequencies
if it is terminated in an impedance Z2 on one port, the impedance Z1 seen looking in at the
other port is

K: characteristic impedance of the inverter

As can be seen, if Z2 is inductive/conductive, Z1 will become conductive/inductive, and
hence the inverter has a phase shift of ±90 degrees or an odd multiple thereof.
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Impedance/admittance Inverter
the inverter has a phase shift of ±90 degrees
Impedance/admittance inverters are also known as K-inverters / J-inverters.
The ABCD matrix of ideal impedance inverters may generally be expressed as

It is noted that the +/- 90 degree is decided by the phase of S21 of the 2-port network
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Filters with Immittance Inverters
A series inductance with an inverter on each side looks like a shunt capacitance from its exterior
terminals
Proved by ABCD matrix
 0
 1
−
 jK

jK 
 1
0  0


 0
jω L  
1

1  −
 jK

jK 
0
= 1
0   jωC 1 


A shunt capacitance with an inverter on each side looks likes a series inductance from its
external terminals

Inverters have the ability to shift impedance or admittance levels depending on the choice of K
or J parameters.
Making use of these properties enables us to convert a filter circuit to an equivalent form that
would be more convenient for implementation with microwave structures.
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Lowpass Filters with Impedance Inverters
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Lowpass Filters with Admittance Inverters

How to prove?
Take n=2 as an example

Z (s) =

By expanding the input immittances of the original prototype networks and the
equivalent ones in continued fractions and by equating corresponding terms.

1
1
+ g1s
g3 + sg2
As an example

Zɶ ( s) =

∴ K 01 =

K

sLa 2 +

Compare their coefficients

L
g1
= 2a1
( Z 0 / g 0 ) K 01

K 012
2
12

K 232
Z3

+ sLa1

La1Z 0
g1 g 0
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Bandpass Filters with Impedance Inverters
Since the source impedances are assumed the same in the
both filters as indicated, no impedance scaling is required.

transforming the inductors of the lowpass filter to the series
resonators of the bandpass filter, we obtain:
Replace La1
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Bandpass Filters with admittance Inverters
Similarly
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Generalized bandpass filters (including distributed
elements) using immittance inverters.
Reactance slope parameter for resonators having zero
reactance at center frequency

Susceptance slope parameter for resonators having
zero susceptance at center frequency
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Practical Realization of Immittance Inverters
Z1

Z2
Z3

proof

+900
 Z1
1 + Z
3

 1
 Z
 3

Z1Z 2 
 0
Z3  
= 1
Z
 
1+ 2
  jω L
Z3


Z1 + Z 2 +

-900

− jω L 

0 


-900

+900
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Immittance inverters comprised of lumped and transmission line
elements
A circuit mixed with lumped and transmission line elements
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Richards’ Transformation
Distributed transmission line elements are of importance for designing practical microwave
filters.
A commonly used approach to the design of a practical distributed filter is to seek some approximate
equivalence between lumped and distributed elements.
Such equivalence can be established by applying Richards’s transformation

Richards showed that distributed networks, comprised of commensurate length
(equal electrical length) transmission lines and lumped resistors, could be treated in
analysis or synthesis as lumped element LCR networks under the transformation
The new complex plane where t is defined is called the t-plane.
Following is referred to as Richards’ transformation

p = σ + jω

lossless passive networks

p = jω
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Richards’ Transformation

The periodic frequency response of the distributed filter network is demonstrated in Figure
3.23(b), which is obtained by applying the Richards’ transformation of (3.54) to the Chebyshev
lowpass prototype transfer function of (3.9), showing that the response repeats in frequency
intervals of 2w0.
A lowpass response in the p-plane may be mapped into either the lowpass or the bandstop one
in the t-plane, depending on the design objective. Similarly, it can be shown that a highpass
response in the p-plane may be transformed as either the highpass or the bandpass one in the

t-plane.
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Richards’ Transformation
Lumped and distributed element correspondence
under Richards’ transformation
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Richards’ Transformation
Another important distributed element, which has no lumped-element counterpart, is a twoport network consisting of a commensurate-length line.

It is interesting to note that the unit element has a half-order transmission zero at t = ±1.
Unit elements are usually employed to separate the circuit elements in distributed filters,
which are otherwise located at the same physical point.
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Kuroda Identities
Such transformations not only provide designers with flexibility, but also are essential in many
cases to obtain networks that are physically realizable with physical dimensions.
•Physically separate transmision line stubs
•Transform series stubs into shunt stubs, or vice versa
•Change impractical characteristic impedances into more realizable ones
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Kuroda Identities
Proof:

Zut 
 1 0  1




1 − t 2 Yct 1  t / Zu 1 
1
Zu t 
1 
=


2
1 − t 2 (Yc + 1/ Z u )t Yc Z u t + 1
1

 1

1 − t 2 t / Z u′

Z u′t  1 Z c′t 


1  0 1 

 1

=

2
1 − t t / Z u′


( Z u′ + Z c′ )t 


Z c′ 2
t +1 
Z u′


1

1
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Kuroda identities
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Coupled-Line Equivalent Circuits
Coupled line

Single line
I2
Similar form

V1   − jZ 0 cot θ
V  =  − jZ csc θ
0
 2 
=

− jZ 0 csc θ   I1 
− jZ 0 cot θ   I 2 

vp  L
L / 1 − t 2   I1 

 
t  1− t2 L
  I 2 
L


Proof: refer to “Microwave Engineering”
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Coupled-Line Equivalent Circuits
Admittance matrix form
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Coupled-Line Equivalent Circuits
It can be proved by ABCD parameters
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Dissipation and unloaded quality factor
In reality, any practical microwave filter will have lossy elements with finite unloaded quality
factors in association with power dissipation in these elements.
Such parasitic dissipation may frequently lead to substantial differences between the response of
the filter actually realized and that of the ideal one designed with lossless elements.
Unloaded quality factor
For a lowpass or a highpass filter, ω is
usually the cutoff frequency; while for a
bandpass or bandstop filter, is the center
frequency.

ω is the resonant freq. for the lossy
resonator
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Dissipation Effect on Lowpass and Highpass Filters
Assuming that the unloaded quality factors of all reactive elements in a filter are known,
determined theoretically or experimentally, we can find R and G for the lossy reactive elements
from previous equations. The dissipation effects on the filter insertion loss response can easily
estimated by analysis of the whole filter equivalent circuit, including the dissipative elements R and
G.
Another approach based on simple formula by Cohn (1959)
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Dissipation Effect on Lowpass and Highpass Filters
As an example, let us consider the lowpass filter designed previously in Figure 3.13, which has a Butterworth
response with a cutoff frequency at fc = 2 GHz. To take into account the finite unloaded quality factors of the
reactive elements, the filter circuit becomes that of Figure below.
Two effects are obvious:
1.
2.

A shift of insertion loss by a constant amount determined by the additional loss at zero
frequency.
A gradual rounding off of the insertion loss curve at the passband edge, resulting in
diminished width of the passband and hence in reduced selectivity.
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Dissipation Effect on Bandpass and Bandstop Filters
It should be mentioned that not only does the passband insertion loss increase and the selectivity
become worse as the Qu is decreased, but it also can be shown that for a given Qu, the same
tendencies occur as the fractional bandwidth of the filter is reduced.
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HW #1
Prove equation (3.24) for Butterworth Lowpass Prototype Filter
Prove the equations shown in Fig. 3.18(a) and Fig. 3.18(b).
Prove the equations shown in Fig. 3.19(a) and Fig. 3.19(b).
Please prove the reactance slope parameters of a lumped LC series resonator is ω0L, and the susceptance
slope parameters of a lumped LC parallel resonator is ω0C.
Prove the equations shown in Fig. 3.20(a) and Fig. 3.20(b).
Please prove Fig. 3.21(a) & (d) have a phase shift of +90 degree, and Fig. 3.21(b) & (c) have a phase shift
of -90 degree.
Please prove the identities in Fig. 3.27.
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